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About This Game

After countless days and nights celebrating within the infamous Monkey Tavern, our team of adventurers have spent every last
penny... Their fates, however are about to change...

Like a gift from the gods, in walks a mysterious stranger who points them towards a high tower full of invaluable treasures .

It doesn't take much more to rouse their thirst for adventure.

You will enjoy exploring a dungeon full of riddles, dangerous enemies and vicious traps.
And if luck favours...you will discover secret passages sheltering legendary weapons and armours.

Key Features :

- Dungeon exploration in grid-base movement
- 8 classes

- 3 difficulty levels
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- 2 hours of intense music
- Static real time fights

- 22 different enemies, including 6 bosses
- Full keyboard and gamepad support

- Numerous traps and secrets
- More than 100 unique items
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Really cool idea, really poorly executed. The game lags like crazy during battles. SHip randomly explodes It's incredibly
frustrating to spend 20 minutes building up a cool ship that explodes for no reason. There is a tutorial, it basically shows you
how to move around, but nothing much else. So when yoou try playing story mode, you're left alone to figure out the mechanics
of the game. Story mode is also very confusing. I was told to go places with no idea where they were, or how to get there, and
space stations were randomly destroyed by pirates, not sure if that was intentional or not. Hope to see some improvement, but
for now, I wouldn't recommend spending your money here.. I adored this game. I loved the point-and-click adventure element,
along with the typical visual novel experience of making choices that affect outcomes. Solving the mystery was very fulfilling. I
felt like the game wasn't trying to hold my hand through it, but actually allowed me to piece the clues together myself.

I never had an issue with the previous artwork in Woodsy Studio games, but I'm sure others will be thrilled to see the artwork
improvements. It looks much more polished and smooth. I thought the CG images were beautiful.

Once again (like in their other games), they did an excellent job of including diversity. People of color and queer characters are
never tokens, but people who have goals and agency in the story. I was also glad to see polyamory discussed again, as there are
very few games (or media in general) that show polyamorous characters in a positive light. One of the strongest themes of the
story has to do with accepting others for who they truly are, no matter how much society doesn't accept someone. If someone
wishes to live their life a certain way, and it harms no one, and makes that person happy, then why have prejudice? Why spread
hate?

I absolutely recommend this to anyone who enjoys a good story, a good mystery, and making choices that matter in a video
game.. Do not buy this software. It was last updated on December 2015 and nothing else has happened. The offical website is no
longer around. I couldn't get a refund as I spend too long waiting.. not a bad game
. Boring, repetitive, and somewhat confusing. It's definately not worth the $0.59 I paid for it. At most somebody could get
around 5-10 minutes of fun out of it before realizing there's literally only one room with the only difference being barrel and
turret placement. That and the music. I understand this game is trying to mimic old school Atari and Nintendo games, but they
could at least try to make the music less iritating.. Is this good? That's why people check reviews right? Since a yes or no isn't
the best method of stating endorsement. It's hard to say.

What is has going for it, is what the others in the series did, it had a good grasp on how its world works and showing you how it
works too. I loved th eoriginal trilogy of this writer. I've gone through them five times, btu this was a struggle for the first.

It's decently written, but it's also the most preachy thing i've ever read. Even considering there was a completely forced dialogue
in the second novel of the original trilogy where a bunch of characters have a completely uneventful argument about sexuality
and gender, when none of them have really shown any real commitment to those issues. This? it just wants you to see the
author's views and makes sure they're always present.

The other glaring issue, is the fact that although you direct what your character is, you lose all customisation. What happened to
being able to fine tuen the colour of your beams and your costume? Instead of this, you're given different looks for each day to
further represent the writer's beliefs. He's better than this, the writer should be able to makie a compelling story, without
hamfisting socio-political commentary down your throat the whole time.

Everything else i find issue in in this is covered by other reviews.
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Probably my favorite out of the localized Gundemonium Collection. I'm not an expert and bullet hell\/heaven by any means, but
I sunk a lot of time trying to get the best ending on the lowest difficulty. There's a lot of quirks about this one that you won't see
in a typical shooter game. You can get a large number of lives (to a certain point) by buying dolls in-between rounds. Each of
these dolls are basically your ship that you can use to fight enemies with and each has a different function as well as their own
unique super ability. Each of them also has the ability to become a bomb by themselves, you won't be able to use a bomb unless
you ram your doll into things, thus sacrificing it for large amounts of damage which is essential to beating bosses later on.
Speaking of bosses, you're against the clock. Once you run out of time, you can certainly still beat a boss, but...

In any case, there's a lot of depth and play in this game. I've got this on both this and the PS3 and I much prefer this one for the
arranged music that they added in over the PC\/PS3 release. If you're a fan of STGs, this one is probably up your alley.. Great
game, Well worth the $3! Works really well with the oculus rift and doesn't require the use of Steam VR (My Steam VR doesn't
work, So any game that works without Mandatory SteamVR support is awesome!).

It's real fun and my nephews enjoy playing this game a lot!. Pretty great story so far, I feel that it was worth buying this VN
after reading through it.. Heroes Rise: The Hero Project is the second game after Heroes Rise: The Prodigy. It's so good that it
loops around into being one of the worst games on Steam.

Pros:
+ You get to choose between 5 whole different personalities at the very beginning that you get to stick to for the whole game!
Also if you decide to "choose" any option that isn't perfectly consistent with what your character said about themselves at the
beginning of the game, you get punished. You will really get that magical feeling of exploring all 4 failure options and the 1
correct one in every playthrough.
+ Any respectable game needs an entire recurring character dedicated to the "flamboyant gay" stereotype with no other
personality traits whatsoever! Everyone knows if you prefer the same gender romantically, you are automatically fierce, sassy,
and extremely emotional.
+ Nothing says 'well-written' like a fake swear word that is used on average once every 3 pages. You will no doubt feel like this
game was written by a mature adult when you are deeply immersed by the narration (and I quote): "Slugger. Slugger slugger
slugger slugger."
+ Just like last game, you are attracted to males, females, or both. Don't worry, you'll get plenty of unskippable romance scenes
with each of your two one-dimensional love interests. No naughty asexuals allowed!

Cons:
- I don't like it. Can't imagine why.. Played this game as a late beta tester and during its early access. (Haven't got to it recently
due to uni exams :( )

The game displayed itself as a unique combination of both FPS + RTS genres, which is something you don't find often in most
games today. Being a fan of both the FPS (CS:GO, Call of Duty, GMod) and RTS (Starcraft, Warcraft) genre, Eximius speaks
out loudly to me those aspects. Therefore, I highly appraise the game for taking such a route to explore such concepts.

For an early access game, I'd consider it an excellent as it portrayed well-made graphics, interface, gameplay, objectives and
aesthetics. Along with the positives as well including many different ways to make it a challenging strategic game which
requires a huge effort of teamwork and ideas to be successful.

Of course, it is still in its early accessso there are many things that should be polished and improved on its development course
such as AI and gameplay mechanics but I believe this game has absolutely high potential in greatly exceeding expectations in the
future. As such, I do implore fans of such genres to take a look at this game and give it a try.. Fun, really reminds me of Luigi's
Mansion! Great game to share with kids, especially at the low price.. So much fun. 10\/10 would snek again. All the slither.

The controls are better with handheld controller. They feel so satisfying :)
Really fun challenging little game and a total steal for the price on sale at \u00a35 holyheck.

The music and style really brings back those nostalgia feels for me.
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